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Was it an earthquake? A meteor? Or something else entirely? Running from a marriage proposal in

Seattle, Dana Ingram returns to her parents' farm in Western Colorado for a two-week vacation in

Paradox Valley. Only a couple of days into it, however, a small earthquake leaves them without

power. Cars won't start, batteries don't work, and cell phones are useless. When a Black Hawk

helicopter vanishes off of radar, Captain Corey Conaway is sent in to locate it and its crew - all while

keeping the disappearance out of the media. When she meets Dana and her cousin, Butch, Corey

solicits their help in the search. But as they travel on horseback through the rugged and remote

Paradox Valley, what they stumble upon soon has them running for their lives.
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Well this was different. Gerri Hillâ€™s latest takes her supernatural series to a whole new level

mixing paranormal, 1950â€™s scifi and a gentle romance which is definitely not the main

storyline.Dana has run home to her parentsâ€™ farm in Western Colorado to escape an extremely

premature marriage proposal. When everybody feels the earth tremble they assume itâ€™s a small

earthquake, and life goes on â€“ except they have no power - the cars wont start and even the

batteries are dead.A military helicopter is sent to investigate and goes off radar, causing the CO to

send in a squad of troops, and his General to send in Captain Conaway. When she meets up with

Dana and her lifelong friend Butch, Conway quickly enlists their help, and their horses, to aid in her

mission.So Gerri Hill sets the scene for the most â€˜out thereâ€™ of her spooky paranormal series to

date. The humour and the great writing remain the same. The far â€“fetched storyline and outcome



continue in the vein of â€˜Keepers of the Caveâ€™ and â€˜Weeping Wallsâ€™, but takes on a whole

new level of scary movie tension.The characters in this are well done. Danna, Butch and the

Captain are complex and interesting, and the addition of an elderly neighbour to the posse adds a

lovely twist. There is a large supporting cast, all drawn with Ms Hillâ€™s sharp observation of human

nature and behaviour, however brief their appearance. There is also the most intelligent and loyal

dog - definitely the hero of the whole show.My only criticism is aimed at the classification - this book

does not belong in the romance category. Yes there is a slow burn attraction and gentle romance,

but it is decidedly the sub plot; the characters involved are too busy with the paranormal .
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